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Abstract 

LiDAR (Light Ranging And Detection) technology 

is used to scan and detect the object in the vehicle 

environment. LiDAR not only use radio and sound 

waves to look all part of surroundings of object, it 

utilizes laser light pulses. The LiDAR technology is 

backbone of self-driving cars to execute 3D 

mapping or the vehicle surroundings. There are a 

number of putting in motion start-ups and greatly 

sized organizations in the automobile-related 

industry who are working on the automobile- 

related lidar sensors based self-driving vehicles and 

ADAS system. This paper presents study on 8 

different LiDAR technologies that are present by 

LiDAR sensor companies. Velodyne, Luminar, 

LeddarTech, Innoviz, Trilumina, TeraVue, 

Princeton Lightwave, Neptec Technologies these 

are lidar technologies studied in this paper. 
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Introduction 

Lidar is sensor technology used in self-driving car, 

which gives three-dimensional information about 

the surrounding environment and also provides 

higher resolution. LiDAR can make out  the 

position of people and attempts to stop around the 

vehicle and put value on the speed and way at 

which they are moving. Taking assistance of this 

news given, on-board knowledge processing 

machine system can come to a decision about the 

best and safest way for a self-driving vehicle to 

private road to its destination. To accomplish this 

LiDAR technology use lidar sensor. Lidar sensor 

consist of main four parts: Lasers, Scanners, Photo 

detector receivers, GPS positioning/navigation 

systems. The optical pulse are emited through 

leaser and transmited towards the object. The 

scanner scans the distance of targeted object (using 

a speed of light). 

Depending on the fact presented by sensor the 

computer system can determine safest path for self- 

driving car to reach to its correct destination. Lidar 

can make out the position of people and attempts to 

stop around the vehicle to work out the needed 

speed and the footway at which they are moving. 

 

Literature View 

Oliver Cameron has present the paper on an 

opening partto LIDAR: The Key Self-Driving 

Vehicle Sensor. The paper introduce that LIDAR 

make it possible to observe surrounding of self- 

driving car with few special powers: Ability to see 

360 degree without interruptionand insanely 

accurate depth information. [1] 

Hyunggi Cho; Young-Woo Seo; B.V.K. Vijaya 

Kumar and Ragunathan Rajkumar has present on a 

multi-sensor fusion system for in motion object 

identification and trailing in urban driving 

environments. This paper published in 2014 IEEE 

International Conference on Robotics and 

Automation (ICRA). This paper presents on the 

detection and tracking system of in motion object 

that hold and become better their older system used 

for the 2007 DARPA Urban Challenge.They gone 

over their movement and monitoring models for 

vital sensors (i.e. radars and lidars) and established 

an act or power of seeing sensors. In the produced 

system, the act or power of seeing part of a greater 

unit makes discovery of walkers persons using 2- 

wheeled machines, and vehicles to produce being 

like act or power of seeing targets. [4] 

Mario Hirz and Bernhard Walzel present on 

technologies for self-driving car that is sensor and 

object identification.The paper gives name of 

person when meeting for first time different levels 

of made automatic driving purposes,  uses 

according to the SAE quality example and forms 

from another requirements and sensor technology. 

[5] 

Amir Mukhtar; Likun Xia; Tong Boon Tang 

presents a review on Vehicle Detection Techniques 

for Clash Avoidance System: A Review. In this 

paper, they complete take views of in ordered way 

in about the state-of-the-art on-road vision-based 

vehicle discovery and going after systems for hard- 

coming together overlooking systems. This paper 

structure based on a vehicle discovery processes 

starting from sensor selection to vehicle discovery 

and tracking. [6] 
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LiDAR Technologies 

Velodyne : 

Velodyne is a group of three less important 

companies in US. Co-Founded by David and Bruce 

Hall in 1983, Velodyne is situated in the Silicon 

Valley.Velodyne is market leader in LIDAR. 

Velodyne goes down David and Bruce Hall first 

entered the 2004 DARPA competition as team 

DAD (Digital Audio Drive). For the second race in 

2005, David Hall gives name of person when 

meeting for first time the 3D laser-based now 

system that is the base of start for Velodyne’s 

current lidar products today. 

The first lidar apparatus using light to put paper in 

electronic form was about 30 inches in distance 

across circle and weighted close to 100 units of 

weight. Velodyne with sudden, surprising get 

changed to other form the size and weight of 

sensors and also getting well performance. 

Velodyne’s HDL-64E LIDAR sensor was use for 

map creation and object detection for all the top 

DARPA Urban Challenge teams in 2007. 

Luminar: 

Austin Russell founded luminar with a goal to 

create a new LiDAR for the self-driving cars. 

Luminar technologies are beginning production on 

new kind of LiDAR system, which will make self- 

driving cars more scalable and safer. The Luminar 

technologies system has power to see at 50 time’s 

greater error and longer range up to 10 times than 

current systems. 

For example, at 200 meters, Luminar can discover 

hard to see and low reflectivity ends like a black 

vehicle or tire on the road and offer a full seven 

seconds of reaction time at 75 miles per hour.[2] 

LeddarTech : 

LeddarTech is one of the industry first which 

provides the most able to be scaled vehicle and 

readiness to move lidar operating system based on 

the nothing like a LeddarEngine. LeddarTech is 

complete sensor module which is automobile- 

related lidar sensor make ready solution for 

different to do with industry joined as  complete 

unit and automobile related applications. This lidar 

technology also making ready for price good lidar 

technology solutions. 

It is also responsible in several innovations in most 

advanced stage of mobility remote-sensing 

applications, its patented technologies enhancing 

ADAS (Advanced Driver-Assistance System) and 

also enhancing the self-driving capabilities for 

automobiles, delivery vehicles, trucks, buses etc. 

[3] 

Innoviz : 

The Innoviz is Israel-based startup is an important 

LiDAR sensor technology solution provider. The 

power of seeing of this company is to making ready 

price and time working well lidar sensor based 

solution. 

Magna which works with self-ruled  driving 

vehicles has work together with Innoviz to put to 

use its high-purpose product high statements of 

solid-state lidar(HD-SSL) sensors to make ready 

different sensor answers for self-driving vehicles to 

the automobile-related makers. Innoviz has have 

been selected from among 300 companies to 

participate in Startup Autobahn 2017 which  is 

anew platform for the future readiness to move 

platform. [3] 

Trilumina : 

The Trilumina USA automotive company was 

founded in 2010. Theyhelp to provide lidar sensors 

for automative applications which are based on 

laser. Trilumina’s Driver Monitoring System 

(DMS) is high-end automobile-related product. It 

provides the lighting option for the DM system in 

abest way. 

In place of using common LEDs, it used laser and 

gets changed to other form the power using up by 

focusing on what is important based on now inputs 

from the self-driving vehicle. 

 

 
TetraVue : 

Paul Banks founded TeraVue in 2008. The 

TetraVue solid state LiDAR is one of the lidar 

which provides long range, high resolution and low 

power consumption. These lidar sensors are based 

on high statements of 4D images for long rage in 

less power. 

They have 4D LiDAR sensor technologies for 

providing best and effective optical resolution and 

identification of object environment by self-driving 

cars. TeraVue’s having tendency to the new 

technology that trading groups the error of high 

statements of the video with the range of lidar to 

accurately take motion and distance down for 

greatly sized distances. 

Princeton Lightwave : 

Princeton Lightwave, are the ones who do things 

first of the Geiger-mode LiDAR technology. 

This technology provides facility of detection and 

real-time digital processing of photons. 
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Princeton Lightwave is important supplier of a 

range of products that work on Geiger-mode 

LiDAR technology like – 

The GeogerCruizer automotive LiDAR – provides 

autonomous navigation, three dimensional imaging 

and reliable encrypted transmission (Kestrel 32x32 

flash 3D LiDAR camera) [3] 

Geiger-mode cameras used in arguments by person 

for whom law process is against, commercial 

mapping, and free space optical communication. 

In fact the speed, precision and act of 

having no error of these cameras to capture highest 

resolution images of long attempts to stop, highly 

overtake that of the infrared technology based 

cameras. [3] 

Neptec Technology : 

Neptec was started in September 2011. The 

company has got greater, stronger, more, complete 

a social place in building sensors camera and 

robotic systems for aerospace applications. It 

successfully got greater, stronger, more, complete 

the first technology increased space uncommonly 

beautiful system first working design for NASA for 

their International Space Station (ISS). 

Neptec OPAL is three to do with measures lidar 

sensors for self-driving cars and other to do with 

industry putting into effect. OPAL works on the 

latest new things in both semiconductor based laser 

light related apparatus and seeing into 3D 

processing. The OPAL gives up in natural 

condition three to do with measures fact  points. 

The OPAL has been desegregated with many 

applications across industries like aerospace, 

marine, oil and minerals, construction and much 

more. 

 

Conclusion 

The LiDAR technology is not limited to only 

autonomous vehicles; it has applications in 

different industries like aerospace like OPAL, 

marine, oil and minerals, construction and much 

more. LiDAR technology actually helps the 

vehicles to watches not just where pedestrians 

walk, but how. 
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